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.- I. INTRODUCTION

When a nuclear weapon is detonated in the atmosphere most of the
energy released is partitioned between a blast wave and a thermal radiation
pulse. Targets damaged by nuclear weapons are loaded first by the thermal
pulse and then by the blast wave. The relative importance of the two
types of loading is determined by the weapon's yield, height of burst,
target range, atmospheric transmittance and structural characteristics
of the target. Very often one or the other of the two types of loading
can be identified as the predominant damage producing mechanism. Thereis evidence, however, of some scenarios in which thermal loading of the
target significantly enhances the damage produced by the blast wave

which follows. In order to accurately assess the vulnerability of some
targets the effect of this synergism between nuclear thermal and blast
loading must be taken into account.

The development within the past few years of large-scale chemical
thermal simulators has made it possible to simulate combined nuclear
thermal/blast loading. The objective of this project was to use this
new thermal simulation technology to experimentally confirm the existence
of synergism between nuclear thermal and blast loading. An additional
objective was to provide an experiment for which it would be possible to
run matching structural code simulations. By comparing the results of
the computer code and the experiment it will be possible to evaluate the
codes ability to model structural response caused by thermal/blast
loading.

A yelatively fast and moderately complex structural response code,
PETROS, was used to design the experiment. Simplified models of the
thermal and blast loading histories and candidate target designs were
input into PETROS. The loading and target design parameters were varied
until a design comparable with the BRL simulation and fabrication facilities
was arrived at. The pre-test PETROS calculations are covered in Appendix
A and the final target and target mount design is covered in Appendix B.

To simplify the analysis of the experiment, three different types
of tests were conducted. First,tests with blast loading only were
conducted, then tests with thermal loading only and, finally, combined
thermal/blast tests. By comparing the results of these three types of
experiments, the relative importance of each type of loading was evaluated.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

A. The Structural Targets

The structural targets used in the tests were hollow cylinders formed

1 S. D. Pirotin, B. A. Berg, and E. A. Wifter, "PETROS 3.5: New DeveZopments and
Progzlcim Manuat for the Finite-Difference CaZcuZation of Large Elastic-Piastic
fwwient Deformatione of MtiZazer Variab Ze- Thickness Sheils, " U.S.Army
BaiWiatio Research Laboratortes Contract Report No. 211, Feb. 1975
(AD A0072125).

9
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*from 606l-T6 aluminum. The target cylinders were intended to be representative
of a class of thin wall, metillic structures found in aircraft and Command,
Control and Communication (C ) equipment which are thought to be susceptible to
synergistic thermal/blast loading. The target cylinders might be considered a
highly simplified representation of a generic missile body bay.

The target cylinders used had an outside diameter of 30.683 cm (12.06")
and a wall thickness 1.016 mm (0.04"). Both ends of the target cylinders
were clamped to a heavy target mount to approximate fixed end conditions.
The distance between the clamped ends was 80.000 cm. The total length of the
target was 86.500 cm. The details of the design are given in Appendices A
and B.

One final feature of the target important to the thermal loading
portion of the test was the absorptivity of the target's surface coating.
A spectrally flat, high-temperature paint with an absorptivity of 0.92
was used. The paint, Medtherm High Temperature, Optical Black Coating,
Type #20164, was the same paint used on the sensitive areas of the flux
gages.

B. Instrumentation

Five different types of measurements were made during the test in
the BRL simulator. In addition, the tests were photographed with high-
speed motion picture cameras to provide a visual check on the functioning
of the simulator and a qualitative check on target response. Four of
the measurements were made electronically, recorded on analog tape and
later digitized for computer based data reduction. Electronic measurements
were made of pressure, radiant thermal flux, temperature in the target
and strain in the target. Figure 1 shows a comprehensive schematic of
all instrumentation location on the several targets used in the program;
due to limitation on recording equipment no one target carried all of
the instrumentation shown. A photograph of the target cylinder, target
mount and instrumentation is shown in Figure 2.

Pressure measurements were made to determine both the blast loading
on the target and the incident blast wave values. The pressure history
behind the incident blast wave was measured by a pair of Bytrex HFG-15

gages. One gage,mounted through the shock tube wall, was used to measure
the incident static overpressure. The other gage was mounted in a probe
and used to measure stagnation overpressure. The probe can be seen in
the lower right-hand corner of Figure 2. The Bytrex gages had a response
time of 0.125 ms and a settling time of 0.3 ms. Both gages were shock
mounted and equipped with protective dust caps. The protective caps
were designed by BRL to shield the gages from dust and thermal effects

while maintaining the response characteristics.

Blast loading on the target cylinder was estimated from the pressure
history on the upper bearing mount. The bearing mounts have the same outer
diameter as the target cylinder and should have the same loading history.
Mounting the gages directly through the wall of the target cylinder would have
greatly complicated the structural analysis and was not considered practical.

10
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K The locations of the 13 pressure gages on the upper bearing mount are shown
in open circles in Figure 1. The gages and their white teflon shock mount
can be seen in Figure 2.

The gages used to measure blast loading were Endevco 8510-15's and 8510-5's.
The gages were mounted in two different ways. In the blast only tests the gages
were deployed in a teflon shock mount and use nnly the manufacture's dust cap
for protection. In this configuration the response time of the gages was
0.02 ms.

In the second thermal/blast test a second dust cap was added to the gage
mount. The results of the first thermal/blast showed that gages on the bearing
mount exhibited a large amount of baseline drift between the thermal pulse and
shock wave arrival. The baseline drift was characteristic of the effect of high
temperature on the gages sensitive element. A new protective cap similar to
the ones used on the Bytrex gages was designed for the Endevco gages. Figure
3 shows the final design. Tests in BRL's 10 by 38 cm shock tube showed that
the cavity response of the new cap lowered the performance of the mounted gage.
The settling time for oscillations caused by the cavity response was 0.2 ms.
The new cap did, however, provide the required protection for the gages. There
was little or no baseline drift on any of the Endevco gages during the second
thermal/blast test.

A final Endevco 8510-5 gage was mounted inside the target cylinder to
moniter internal pressure changes.

Measurements of the output of the thermal source in the thermal/blast
simulator were made using a heat flux transducer mounted in the rear of the
probe containing the stagnation pressure gage. The transducer used was a
Medtherm model 64-100-14 heat flux transducer. The response time of the
transducer was 15 ms.

A series of calibration tests was carried out on the thermal source of the
thermal/blast simulator. The calibration tests were used to determine the
timing sequence needed to obtain the desired flux from the source and to map the
flux values in the circular cross section of the simulator at the test station
used in the structural tests. In order to obtain the proper flux value on the
target during the structural test a scaling factor was developed which related
the flux at the center of the test station to the flux at the probe location.
In presenting the flux on the target, the flux values recorded at the probe
location during the structural test were scaled up to the values at the center
of the target.

The strain on the inner surface of the target was measured using foil
strain gages. The strains were measured in both the longitudinal and circum-
ferential directions on the target cylinders. The locations of the strain gages
are shown in Figure 1 as arrows. The direction of the arrow indicates whether
the strain was measured in the longitudinal or circumferential direction. A
double arrow indicates that strain was measured in both directions.

13
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The strain gages used to instrument the target were Micro-Measurements
WK-13-125TM-350 and WK-13-12SAD-350. The TM designation denotes a configuration
with a 2-element, 900 "tee" rosette used to measure strain in both the
longitudinal and circumferential directions. The AD designation denotes a
configuration with a single element gage to measure strain in only one direction.

In the test involving blast loading only, the room temperature curing
epoxy M-Bond 200 was used to attach the gages.

In the test involving thermal loading a high-temperature epox had to
be used. The adhesive used was M-Bond 600 which was cured at 110 C for at
least four hours. Higher temperatures would have been desirable but were
not used because of the danger of thermal degradation of the targets' material
properties before the test. The adhesive was cured by heating the whole target
cylinder in a large environmental chamber and applying pressure through the
use of specially designed dead weights.

The gages used were designed to be self-temperature-compensating; i. e.,
they were designed to have the same coefficient of thermal expansion as the
material whose strain was to be measured. There were no gages available which
matched 6061-T6 Aluminum used in the experiments. In addition, the temperatures
reached in the target were beyond the range for which the manufacturer could

(4 supply data on thermal effects. In selecting the gages trade-offs had to be
* made in the areas of max. strain, max. operating temp. and sensitivity. As

a result of these necessary compromises special provisions had to be made to
compensate for thermal effects of the strain gages.

Tests were conducted in which samples, instrumented with strain gages and
a thermocouple in the same way as the target cylinder, were heated in a furnace
to the maximum temperature encountered in the structural tests. The "apparent-
thermal strains" induced in the unloaded samples were recorded at a number
of different temperatures. Using a least squares fitting technique a polynomial
function relating the "apparent thermal strain" (ET) record by the strain gages
to the temperature record by the thermocouple (T) was developed. The polynomial
developed was the following

C= - 0.113 x 10 - I + (0.479 x 10- 3)T - (0.182 x 10-5)T 2 + (0.150 x 108 )T3

(1)

In Equation 1, ET is given in percent strain and T is given in degree centi-
grade. In the computer based data reduction of the recorded strain histories
a thermally corrected strain history was calculated. The corrected strain
histories were calculated by subtracting the calculated "apparent thermal strain"
from the recorded strain. The temperatures used in the calculation were
obtained in one of two ways. When the targets were instrumented a thermo-
couple was located near every strain gage location. For most strain gages the
temperature-history recorded by these nearby gages was used as the temperature
in the calculation of the "apparent thermal strain." In a few cases the nearest
thermocouple was lost during the structural test; in these cases the temperature
history was esLimated from the flux history using the technique described in
Appendix B.
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The temperature on the inner surface of the target cylinder was recorded
by K-type thermocouple junctions. The junctions were bonded to the surface with

epoxy adhesives. Bonded thermocouples were used because it proved impractical
l'C to form reliable welds between the thermocouple alloys and the Aluminum 6061-T6

of the target. The locations of the thermocouples are shown as solid circles
in Figure 1.

Two different types of bonded thermocouple installations were used during
the structural tests. The first type of installation was developed from material
on hand for the first tests. The installation was formed by spotwelding the
two 0.254 mm thermoccuple wires to a square of 0.127 mm thick brass foil to
form an intrinsic junction. The foil with the junction was bonded to the
target with M-Bond 600 adhesive.

The second type of installation used a commercial bondable thermocouple
gage. The gages used were Omega Engineering, Style I, "cement-on" thermocouples.
The commercial gages were bonded using Cmegabond 200, a highly thermally
conductive epoxy. Omegabond is a heat curing epoxy adhesive. In this program
it was cured at 110 C for 8 hours. As with the strain gage epoxy, higher
curing temperatures were recommended by the manufacturer but could not be
used because they would have degraded material properties of the target.
The time constant of the gage given by the manufacturer was 20 ms.

During the thermal source calibration tests a sample of the target material
instrumented with three K-type thermocouples was exposed. One junction was
formed by spotwelding the two thermocouple wires directly to the target to form
an intrinsic junction. The other two were bonded to the target using the
techniques applied in the structural test. Both bonded junctions proved slower
than the spotwelded junction, but their readings were only 5% lower at the end of
the thermal source burn. During the burn the brass foil installation's reading
was never more than 10% below the reading of the commercial gage.

In addition to the electronically recorded measurements made during the
structural test, manual measurements of the target shape were also made. The
measurements were made both before and after the structural test. The measure-
ments were performed using a machinist dial gage. The dial gage rode on an
optical rail which was in turn mounted rigidly to a heavy aluminum beam. The
beam was bolted to the floor and ceiling of the simulator. Alignment pins were
used to insure that the beam was properly positioned.

The beam had to be removed to allow target installation and during the
0. ] actual structural test. At the start of each set of measurements readings

were taken on index marks on the target mount to determine if the beam was
properly aligned. Once the beam was properly aligned, the gage was positioned
along the length of the target using the marking on the optical rail. A series
of horizontal cross sections on the target was determined by revolving the
target beneath the head of the dial gage. The angular position on the target
was determined by reference to indexing marks machined into the reinforcing
rings on the target mount bulkheads.

During the blast only tests eleven target cross sections were measured. A

16



cross section was taken of the center line of target and every 7.94 cm on
either side of the center line. During the final thermal and thermal/blast
structural tests cross sections were added at 35.72 and 35,72 cm to better define
the maximum deflection caused by thermal loading. For the cross section within
31.75 cm of the center line measurements were taken every 100 around the
circumference. For cross sectionsbeyond 31.75 cm the measurements between 1700
and 210 could not be taken because of interference between the target mount
and the dial gage.

The accuracy of the measurements made with the dial gage was determined
by errors in rail alignment and gage positioning on the target rather than the
accuracy of the gage itself. The dial gage is capable of measuring to + 0.0127

mm. Test of repeatability of the measurements showed that they were accurate to
+ 0.254 mm.

It should be noted that these measurements refer to a Eulerian reference
frame fixed in space. The measurements give the radial distance of the outer
surface of the target from the rotation axis for a given angle and given
longitudinal distance. The pre-test and post-test measurements do not
necessarily refer to the same element of target material.

As an adjunct to the measurement on the target and as a check on the
functioning of the thermal source high-speed cameras were used to record the
thermal portion of the structural test. The films were used to get
qualitative pictures of target deformation during thermal loading. Tn addition,
the films provided a check against gross experimental errors, such as thermal
source timer malfunction, or burning and bubbling of the thermal coating or
contamination of the target or flux meter by pieces of the thermal source's
plastic diaphragm. These errors are difficult to diagnose from the electronic
test data alone, but can be easily detected on film.

C. The BRL Thermal/Blast Simulator

The BRL thermal/blast simulator consists of a shock tube with a chemical
thermal source mounted in its expansion section. The simulator is shown
schematically in Figure 4.

The shock tube used in the simulator was a cold gas driven tube with a
constant circular cross section 2.44 m in diameter. The compression section
was 83.08 m long and the expansion section was 70.77 m long. The diaphragm
between the two sections was formed from 1.56 m steel sheet and opened by a
radial pattern of line charges.

4
The center of the target rotator drive shaft was located 22.86 m from the

open end of the shock tube.

The thermal source consists of a pair of plastic diaphrams which section
off of the simulator2and a set of 12 nozzles, each with its own fluidizer and
pyrotechnic igniter. The upstream diaphragm was located 1.52 m downstream

2G. D. Teel and F. H. Oertel, "Testing to Combined Blast and Thermal Effects at
the BRL," Proceedings of the 7th International Symposium on Military Applica-
tions of Blast Simulation, Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, 13-17 July 1981.
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from the rotator ayis ?n the downstream diaphragm was located 4.27 m down-
stream. The nozzlesand their associated fluidizer and pyrotechnic igniters
were mounted in pairs one above the other on either side of the vertical
center line of the simulator. The pair closest to the rotator was 1.98 m
downstream. The nozzle pairs were spaced every 0.48 m along the simulator
on alternating sides of the axis of the circular cross section.

A flow chart of the control sequence useda in the final combined
thermal/blast structural test is shown in Figure 5. The flow chart shows the
sequence in which the electronic timer triggered the various simulator
functions necessary to conduct the structural test. The flow chart also
shows the two malfunction conditions which would cause the test to be aborted.

During the tests the timer first started the analog tape machine used
to record the output of the electronic instrumentation. The timer then
triggered the circuits that produced the calibration steps and time zero marks
used in later data reduction. The timer started the high-speed cameras next.

The timer started the thermal source function by electrically initiating
the pyrotechnic igniters. Each igniter had a burn through link built into it.
When all the igniters functioned properly the links opened and the sequence
continued. If any of the links failed to open before the first nozzle was
actuated, the test was aborted.

When the nozzles were actuated, a solenoid valve was opened, allowing high-
pressure nitrogen to enter the fluidizer. The high-pressure gas fluidized
the aluminum dust in the fluidizers and forced it through the nozzle into the
oxygen atmosphere contained between the two plastic diaphragms. As the
aluminum dust enteredthe simulator, it passed through the flame of an igniter.
The heated aluminum dust burned in the oxygen atmosphere, producing a cloud of• 0
aluminum oxide with a color temperature of approximately 3300 K . The cloud
transferred heat to the front of the target, radially simulating nuclear thermal
loading. The heat also melted the plastic diaphragms opening the shock tube.

Because the clouds of aluminum oxide were highly self-absorptive, the
nozzle had to be sequenced with the nozzle pair furthest from the target
burning first. The delay between nozzle actuation gave some control of the
shape of the thermal pulse.

After the completion of the thermal source burn the timer actuated
the target rotator. The rotator moved the heated face of the target through
180 to face upstream toward the shock tube diaphragm. A switch on the rotator
was closed when the target was properly repositioned. If the switch failed to
close before the time set for shock tube firing the test was again aborted.

When the shock tube was fired the line charge opened the steel diaphragm,
allowing the high-pressure air in the compression chamber to escape. The

high-pressure gas formed a shock which moved down the simulator and engulfed the
target. The shock wave which engulfed the target provided the nuclear blast
simulation. Several seconds after the shock wave reached the target, the
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timer shut down the tape machines, and the simulation was complete.

The complete simulator control sequence took less than 35 seconds. The
time between the activation of the first nozzle and the completion of the
blast loading was less than 5 seconds.

In tests involving only blast or thermal loading, only part of the control
sequence was used. For tests with only thermal loading neither the rotator
nor shock tube was actuated. For tests with only blast loading, the ignitors,
the nozzles, and the rotator were not actuated.

III, THE RESULTS

A. Blast Loading Structural Tests

The first type of structural test conducted involved only blast loading of
the target cylinders. Because thermal loading was absent the pressure gages

used to measure target loading were installed with only the manufacturer's
dust cap for protection. The absence of thermal loading also meant the room
temperature curing epoxy could be used to install the strain gages on the
target cylinder. Two structural tests involving blast loading only were
conducted.

In the first test (Shot 8-80-6), the cylinder was loaded by a shock wave

with an incident static overpressure of approximately 33 kPa and a stagnation
overpressure of approximately 39 kPa. The target suffered only very small
permanent deformation. The largest deformation measured was 0.381 mm, which
is only slightly above the error in the measurement. The strain history showed
a regular sinusoidal pattern that would be expected in elastic response. The
incident overpressure level used in this test is probably very close to the
threshold for permanent damage to the target cylinder.

The details of the test results from shot 8-80-6 will not be presented
because a number of malfunctions during the tests makes their interpretation
difficult. The most imoortant malfunction was due to a failure of experimental
design. The strain gage leads were too massive. The high acceleration of the
deforming target wall caused the majority of the ioints between the leads and
the strain gages to fail. Substitution of lighter wire insulated with high-
temperature lacquer for the heavier, polyethylene insulated wires used in
this test reduced the problem on subsequent tests.

Two other malfunctions affected the blast loading of the target. The
diaphragm used in the test failed to open properly, resultine in a shock that
was not completelv formed u) when it reached the target. The pressure histories
showed small "precursor" shock that proceeded the main shock. The "precursor"
Drobably did not significantly change the response but it did make interpretation
more difficult. The final problem was leakage of the high-pressure Pas into the
target interior. The internal gave recorded a pressure increase which reduced
the differential pressure across the target wall. The increase was less than
2.5 kPa during the structurally significant first 6.0 ms of the diffraction
phase. The interior pressure did eventually reach 12 kPa after 150 ms. This
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-roblem was also reduced on later tests by sealing around the bolts and shafts
thtn enetrated the aluminum bulkheads at the ends of the target cylinder.

.The second structural test involving blast loading only was shot 8-80-7.
In shot 8-80-7 the target was loaded by a shock wave with incident static
overpressure of 43.7 kPa and a stagnation overpressure of 54.4 kPa. A Dlot

-' of the stagnation overpressure history in the test section is shown in
Figure 6. The stagnation overpressure is given because it is more representative
of the target loading.

The absolute pressure in the compression section of the simulator used
to create the shock wave was 236.29 kPa. The absolute pressure in the expansion
section was 101.84 kPa. The temperature in both sections of the simulator was
22.22 C° .

The pressure history shown in Figure 6 is typical of a cold gas driven
shock tube. The history shows the initial sharp pressure increase at
shock arrival. The rise time of the pressure across a fully formed shock is

too fast to be measured by the gages used, but it is calculated to be of the
order of a few nanoseconds. Following the shock front is a period of constant
overpressure which lastsuntil the arrival of the first rarefaction wave from
the opened end of the simulator. The pressure decrease through rarefaction
waves is much slower than the increase through the shock, lasting over 100 ms.
Following the first rarefaction there is another period of constant overpressure
lasting until the arrival of the contact surface. The denser gas behind the
contact surface causes the slow increase in the stagnation overpressure. The
arrival of the second rarefaction wave from the closed end of the compression
section causes the overpressure to become negative, dropping below ambient
pressure. A compression wave from the open end of the expansion section
increasesthe pressure back to ambient and ends the loading cycle.

2 The gundpmental frequency of the targets response is in the range of
10 to 10 Hz . Most of the significant target response will probably occur
within the first few cycles. Therefore, it is necessary to look in detail at
only the first few milliseconds after shock arrival, although the whole blast
loading cycle lasted approximately a second. Figures7 through 11 show the first
10 ms of the loading record by the gages on the upper bearing mount. The time
in Figures 7 through 10 begins 0.02 ms before shock arrival at the 00
station. The distance between origin and the beginning of the loading history
is representative of the transit time of the shock from the 00 station to the
station plotted.

The blast loading histories can be more easily interpreted by reference to
Figure 12. Figure 12 shows a series of isobars plots and matching shadowgraphs
taken at different times in the blast loading4historv. The plots are from a
matching calculation performed by Dr. A. Mark and are similar to the

3
F. H. Gregory, private communication, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Jan. 82.

4 A.Mark, "Shock Diffraction Computations Over Complex Structures," Technical

Report ARBRL-TR-02455, US ARRADCOM, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, MD, Dec. 1982 (AD B070013L).
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shadowgraphs reproduced from Reference 5.

The shock diffracted around both sides of the cylinder. F:vure 12 shows
the shock moving from the regular reflection region into the mach reflection
region with the development of the mach stem. The figure also shows the
expansion of the reflected wave which accounts for the decay of the pressure
at stations at 00 through 1350. The reflection of the two halves of the shock
at the 180 station is shown in the last few plots. The shock reflected at
the rear of the cylinder is responsible for the second pressure jump at the
station at 750 through 1650.

It takes 0.96 ms for the shock to envelop the cylinder. It takes
approximately another 5 ms for the pressure to settle to its drag phase level.
The pressure loading remains approximately constant for 140 ms until the
arrival of the first rarefaction wave.

The target deformation resulting from the blast loading is shown in
* Figure 13. The figure contains three isometric projection plots of one half

of the target cylinder and three matching center cross sections. The loading
direction during the structural test is given by the arrow at the top of the
figure. In all plots deviations from the designed radius of 15.34 cm have
been magnified by a factor of five to make them more visible.

The uppermost pair of plots in Figure 13 shows the right half of the
target cylinder before the structural test. Only one half is plotted because
the differences in the two halves were very small. The lower two pair of plots
show the two halves of the target cylinder after the structural test. In the
isometric projections the cylinder has been divided down the center of the
loaded face and the halves have been rotated to the right and left.

In Figure 13 the amount of deformation was small even at a magnification
factor of five. The largest measured deflection was 3.302 mm or 2.17% of
the target radius. The deflections were confined to a region around the center
of the loaded face. The deflection patterns were somewhat asymmetric about
the center of the loaded face.

Figure 14 shows an enlarged view of the central cross section of the target
cylinder after the structural test. In Figure 14 deviation from the designed
radius of 15.34 cm have been magnified by a factor of eight. The front half
of the target shows a lobed buckling pattern with a half-wave length of
approximately 360. The asymmetry of the buckling can be seen more clearly in
this figure. The post-test buckling pattern shown by the solid line seems
to be influenced by the pre-test imperfection shown by the dashed line.

W. Heilig, "About Shock Wave Transition Phenomena in Non-Stationary Flows,"
Proceedings of the 7th International Symposium on Military Applications of
Blast Simulation, Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, 13-17 July 1981.
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Figures 15 through 19 show the first 10 ms of the strain history on the

target cylinder. In these figures the tensile strain is taken as positive
and the compressive strain is negative. The first number in the station
designation indicates the angular position of the gage. Zero degree is in
the center of the loaded face and aligned with the zero degree pressure gage.
The second number is related to the distance from the longitudinal center.

. The final part of the designation indicates whether the strain was measured
in the longitudinal or circumferential direction.

Unlike the overpressure histories, the 10 ms strain histories are not
easily interpreted. Although the gages were located symmetrically about the
center of the loading, they did not produce symmetric results. The asymmetry
in the targets response meant that the gages were located at varying distances
from the deflection maximums and minimums, making comparison between gages
difficult.

One pattern that did occur in the strain history was a response frequency
in most of the longitudinal strain histories of approximately 0.59 kHz.

B. Thermal Loading Structural Tests

The second type of structural test conducted involved thermal loading of
the target cylinders. Because of the high temperature expected on the front
of the target heat curing epoxy had to be used to install the strain gages. In
addition,because there was no blast loading involved the pressure gage in the
upper bearing mount was not installed. Only one Bytrex gage was used to monitor
pressure in the simulator during the thermal source burn.

Two structural tests involving only thermal loading were conducted. In
the first test, shot 8-80-8, undetected lightning damage to the simulator's
timer caused all the nozzle pairs to fire at the same time. The result was a
very sharp thermal pulse with nearly twice the designed flux but less than
half the fluence. The rapid burn also caused an unacceptably large pressure
pulse in the simulator. The pressure pulse in turn caused molten plastic
from the thermal source diaphragm to hit the front of the target. The
pressure pulse and molten plastic make the result impossible to analyze in
detail; therefore, they are not presented.

The second test involving only thermal loading was shot 8-80-10. In
shot 8-80-10 a certain amount of subtle lightning damage to the timer IC's
remained causing improper time delays between nozzle firings. The pulse
was spread out with a maximum flux lower than the designed level. The fluence
level, however, was within 7% of the designed level, so the results were
retained.

Figure 20 is a plot of the flux and fluence histories recorded during
shot 8-80-10. The fluence curve was obtained by numerical integration of the
flux history recorded during the structural test. The temperature in the
target at the start of the thermal burn was 27.78 Co.

Figures 21 through 24 show the temperature history at a number of stations
on the target cylinder. The first number in the station designation represents
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Figure 16. Longitudinal and Circumferential Strain Histories at 0 and
19.69 cm below the Longitudinal Center.
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the angular location of the thermocouples used to record the temperature
history. The angles used are the same as those used in designating the
pressure and strain gage locations. The second number indicates the longi-
tudinal distance along the cylinder.

The history at 345 ° and the longitudinal center linc was iozt prematurely.
The bond between the thermocouple and the target failed at
approximately 1.25 seconds so the plot was truncated.

The shape of all the temperature historics is similar to the fluence
history. Te maximum temperature reached decreased rapidly with increasing
angle but shows only a minor decrease with distance from the longitudinal
ccnter. There was little change in the temperature after the end of the
thermal source burn indicating that heat loss by reradiation, conduction and
convection were smail in the time of interest.

Figure 25 shows the target deformation resulting from the thermal loading.
The format used is the same as in Fivure 13. The plots show that the major part
of the deformation was cunfined to a narrow region on the front, near the

clamped ends. The deformation plattern is again asymmetric, but the asymmetry
was not as pronounced as in the blast loading test. The maximum measure
permanent deformation was 4.013 mm or about 2.62% of the target radius.

Figures 26 and 27 show enlarged cross sectionsof the target using the
same format as Figure 13. Figure 26 shovithe central cross section.
Figure 26 is shown merely for comparison. There was little change between
the central cross section pre-shot and post-shot shapes. Figure 27
shows the cross section 33 cm above the center in the region of maximum deflection.
The figure clearly shows the deformation pattern.

Figures 28 through 33 show the strain histories during the first 5 seconds
after the beginning of the thermal burn. The format for the station designa-
tion used here is the same as that used in shot 8-80-7. The solid lines
shown in the figure are the strain histories recorded during the structural
tests. The dashed lines are the strain histories after correction for the
thermal effects. The corrections were made using the techniques outlined
in Section IIB.

Again,there is no simple method of relating the strain histories taken
at different stations due to the asymmetry in the target response. The
histories show a sharp change in strain amplitude at approximately 1
second into the thermal source burn. The change at one second is larger on
the station on the front of the target but is evident to some degreee on all
the stations. The time of the change correlates well with the timing
of the thermal buckling seen on high-speed films of the test.

C. Thermal/Blast Loading Structural Tests

The final type of structural test conducted involved both thermal and
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blast loading in a full simulation as described in Section I C. Heat
curing epoxy was-again used to install the strain gages. The full complement
of instrumentation was used, including pressure gages, thermocouples, strain
gages and a flux gage.

Two combined thermal/blast structural tests were conducted. In the first
test, shot 8-80-9, severe thermal drift problems with all but the 00 Endevco
pressure gage in the upper bearing mount prevented an accurate reading of the
blast loading history on the target. The results of this test led to the
development of the extra protective cap described in Section II B. In
addition, problems with the simulator controller timer again caused the
thermal source to produce a pulse similar to the pulse in shot 8-80-10.

The second combined thermal/blast loading test was shot 8-81-1. The
repaired simulator control timer produced a thermal pulse shape very near the
designed pulse shape. The additional protective caps prevented the thermal
drift problem found in the previous test, although gages at 700 and 1500

failed due to other causes. The structural response of the target was similar
to that found in shot 8-80-9.

Figure 34 shows the flux and fluence histories recorded during shot
8-81-1.

The temperature of the target at the start of the thermal source burn
was 8.33 C° .

Figure 35 through 37 show the temperature histories on the target cylinder
during the structural test. Because the use of additional pressure gage recording,
channels were not available for thermocouples at 15 and 60 . The thermocouple
at the center of the loaded face debonded from the target early in the thermal
burn and is not shown.

Figure 38 shows the stagnation overpressure history of the incident shock
wave. The overpressure history shows evidence of the influence of the preceding
thermal source burn in the simulator. The effects are similar to those in a
number of other combined thermal/blast simulation and are discussed in detail
in Reference 6.

Qualitatively, the interaction of the incident shock wave and the hot gas
from the thermal source can be outlined. When the shock enters the hot gas
region near the thermal source, a weakened shock is transmitted into the hot
gas and a rarefaction is reflected back upstream into the cold gas. When the
shock exits the hot gas region, a shock is transmitted into the cold gas down-
stream and a compression wave is transmitted back into the hot gas and eventually
passes back into the cold gas upstream.

A second effect is the "smearing" or rounding of the shock front by non-
uniformities in temperature and density in the turbulent hot gas region pro-
duced by the thermal source. A final effect seen in the records is an

6 C. W. Kitchens, R. E. Tttero, A. Mark and G. D. Tee, '"Blast Wave Modification
During Combined Thermal/Blast Simulation Testing," U.S. Army ARPADCOM,
Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, Report No.
ARBRL-TR-02352, July 1981 (AD B059761L).
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Figure 3S. Temperature History at 00 and 37.47 cm below the Center.
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Figure 36. Temperature Histories at 450 and the Center and at .3150
a;d 19.69 cm below the Center.
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Figure 37. Temperature Histories at 900 and the Center and at
225 and the Center.
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anomalous "spike" at shock arrival. The "spike" is of unknown origin but is
characteristic of Bytrex "free field" measurement in combined thermal/blast

simulations.

The initial "spike" can be seen at the start of the pressure history in
Figure 38. The "spike" is approximately 2 ms wide and has a maximum value of
77 kPa. The "spike" is followed by the arrival of the rarefaction wave from
the front of the hot gas region. Behind the rarefaction is a period of
approximately constant overpressure. The static overpressure behind the
rarefaction wave was approximately 30 kPa and the stagnation overpressure was
49 kPa. The arrival of compression wave from the downstream side of the hot

-q gas region began a period of increasing overpressure which lasted until the
arrival of the rarefaction from the open end W, the simulator. The remainder of
the history is similar to the history in shot 8-80-7.

The absolute pressure in the compression section used to produce the shock
was 236.29 kPa. The absolute pressure in the expansion section was 101.38 kPa.
The temperature in the compressign section was 11.9 C0 . The temperature in
the expansion section was 10.0 C .

Figures 39 through 43 show the blast loading histories recorded by the
gages on the upper bearing mount. The "smearing" of the shock front produced
by the uses of the thermal source is very apparent. The pressure rise is very

'.v. slow and there is no evidence of shock reflection from the target surface.
In addition,overpressure levels recorded in shot 8-81-1 were below those in
8-80-7. Approximately the same ratio of compression~section pressure to
expansion section pressure was used in both shots; therefore, the reduced level
must be due to the effects of the thermal source.

Figure 44 shows the target deformation resulting from the combined
thermal/blast loading simulation. The format used is the same as that used in
Figures 13 and 25. The figures show that the deformation is different in
both magnitude and character from either the thermal or blast loading tests.
The deflections are larger and extend over a greater area than either the tests
involving only thermal or blast loading. The buckling pattern at the ends is
similar to that found in the thermal test but the large deformation about the
center of the loaded face was not present in either of the other tests.
The maximum deflection measured was 7.97 mm or 5.2% of the target radius.
The maximum deflection occurred near the center of the loaded face.

Figure 45 shows the deflection at the longitudinal center section. The
format is the same as that used in Figures 14, 26 and 27. The deformations
were larger than the deformations in either the thermal or blast loading test.
The deflections are also larger than a linear combination of the deflection
measured in thermal and blast tests. The deflections are asymmetric but less
so than the blast loading test, shot 8-80-7.

Figures 46 through 50 show the strain histories in shot 8-81-1 during the
first five seconds after the start of the thermal source burn. The format
used is the same as that used in Figures 28 through 32. The solid lines are
again the recorded strain histories and the dashed lines are the strain histories
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Figure 39. Diffraction Overpressure History at 00, 150. and 300 in
Shot 8-81-1.
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Figure 40. Diffraction Overpressure Histories at 45 0 and 60 0 in

Shot 8-81-1.
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Figure 41. Diffraction Overpressure Histories at 90 0, 1050 and 120 0

in Shot 8-81-1.
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Figure 44. Three-Dimensional Plots of Target Deformation in
Shot 8-81-1.
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Figure 49. Five-Second Longitudinal Strain History at 90 0 and 37.47 cm

below the Longitudinal Center.
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Figure 50. Five-Second Circumferential Strain History at 2250 and the
Longitudinal Center.
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after correcting for thermal effects on the strain gages. As in Figures 28
through 32 the slow digitizing rate has "filtered out" the higher frequency
signal in the records.

The gage measuring circumferential strain at 2700 and the longitudinal
MA, Icenterline failed early in the test and the hist8ry is therefore not shown.

The gage measuring circumferential strain at 225 and the longitudinal center
line debonded shortly after shock arrival; therefore, the plot of the history
was cut short.

Figures 46 through 50 initially show the same type of strain history
as Figures 27 through 31 from shot 8-80-10. The magnitudes, and in one case
the direction, are different but the same strain "jump" during thermal loading
is found in both tests. The "jump" again occurs at approximately one second
into the thermal burn and can be interpreted as a result of thermal buckling.

The effect of shock arrival can be seen at approximately three seconds
after the start of the thermal source burn. The response of the target cylinder
to the blast loading is much faster than the responses to thermal loading and
as a result little can be seen in these five-second plots.

Figures 51 through 55 show the first 10 ms of the strain history after
shock arrival. The figures are meant for comparison with Figures 15 through
19. To make comparison easier, the residual thermal strains present at shock
arrival have been subtracted out before plotting. As a result of the sub-
traction, the plots start at zero strain. These plots are meant to represent
the strain induced by the blast loading part of the loading history.

The strain histories show that the target response occurred later after
shock arrival in this shot than in shot 8-80-7. The slow response is probably
due to the slow pressure rise in the blast wave caused by the thermal source
burn. The strain levels reached were comparable to those in the blast loading
test but occurred much later. Unlike shot 8-80-7 there does not appear to be
any obvious dominant frequency in the strain record. The lack of a dominant
single frequency may be due to the thermal deformation of the target before
shock arrival.

The strain records are again hard to relate from station to station due
to the asymmetry in the response of the target cylinder. The differences in the
amount of asymmetry in the three types of structural tests also make comparison
between tests difficult. The records are presented mainly to serve as basic for
qualitative comparison.

IV. ANALYSIS

As a check on the results of both the structural test and the pre-test
computer calculations,a few simple analytical calculations of the thermal and
overpressure loads needed to buckle the target cylinder were performed. A
number of simplifying assumptions had to be used in order to reduce the problem
to a tractable form. Despite the simplifications, the solutions to the
analytical problems should indicate whether the results of the structural thermal
and blast loading tests were reasonable.
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Figure 53. Ten-Millisecond Circumferential Strain History at 3150 and
19.69 cm above the Loggitudinal Center and Longitudinal
Strain History at 270 and the Longitudinal Center.
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The overpressure generated in the blast loading test was compared with
the critical buckling load for a cylinder under uniform, external circumferen-
tial pressure. The ends were assumed to be simply supported in order to simplify
the calculations. In the test the ends of target cylinder were clamped.
Assuming simply supported ends should underestimate the buckling load. In
the calculations the loading was assumed to be constant or static. Experimental
results on the buckling of hollow cylinders by decaying blast wave are
presented in References 7 and 8. The results in Reference 7 indicate that for
the peak overpressure and overpressure impulse used in the structural tests a
static calculation of the buckling load should provide a reasonable approximation.

Two different formulations were used in calculating the critical buckling

load. The first was taken from Reference 9. The formula for the critical
" buckling load (P r) was given as

2 0.9261TE (2)• (R/tw ) (L/R)

In Equation 2, E is Youngs' modulus, R is the radius of the cylinder, L
is the length of the cylinder and t is the wall thickness. y is known as
the critical length and was assumedwto be equal to 0.9. The critical buckling
load calculated using (Eq. 2) was 40.47 kPa.

A second calculation was based on Reference 10. Using the plot on
page 451 of Reference 10 the number of nodes expected in the buckling pattern
was determined to be between 4 and 5. Using the number of nodes (n) in the
following equation the buckling load was calculated for n = 4 and n =5

c Pr Et 2 + ((n2-1) + - 3)

(1-y 2)R (n 2-1) (l+a) 2 l2R

H. E. Lindberg, D. L. Anderson, R. D. Firth and L. V. Parker, "Response of
Reentry Vehicle-Type Shells to Blast Loads," Stanford Research Institute
for Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Sunnyvale, CA, P.O. No. 24-14517,
Sept. 30, 1965.

8
J. K. Vinson, Structural Mechanics: The Behavior of Plates and Shells,
Wiley-Interscience, John Wtley and Son, Inc., New York, 7974.I S. P. Timoshenko and J. M. Gere, Theory of Elaotic -tability, 2 ed

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, !P1.

10 W. J. Schnan, "The Response of Cylindrical Shells to External Blast

Loading, Part II," Memorandum Report No. 1560, Ballistic Research raboratory,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, May 1964 (AD 444335).
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In Equation 3 a (n2L )/72R 2) and all other variables are defined in the
same way as in Equation 2. For n 5, the buckling load was calculated as
49.24 kPa. For n = 4 the buckling load was calculated as 42.22 kPa.

The results of the test were in reasonable agreement with the calculations.
-' .. In both blast loading shots, the overpressure loading exceeded the buckling

load only on the front oi the target. In shot 8-80-6 the overpressure
exceeded the buckling load in only a small area and only briefly in the
diffraction part of the loading. There was very little deformation in shot
8-80-6. In shot 8-80-7 the overpressure exceeded the buckling loading on the
front of the cylinder in both the diffraction phase and the following drag
phase. There was far more permanent deformation on the front of the target
in shot 8-80-7 than in 8-80-6. In neither shot did the overpressure on the
rear of the target exceed the calculated buckling loads and there was no
permanent deformation on the rear of the targets.

A comparison of the buckling mode shape predicted by Reference 9 and the
deformation pattern observed in shot 8-80-7 again shows reasonable agreement.
Buckling modes for the cylinder of 4 or 5 lobes results in angles between
maximum deflections of 90 and 72, respectively. The angular dlistance between

deflection maxima measured in shot 8-80-7 was approximately 73 . The
deflection in shot 8-80-6 was so small that no clear deflection pattern could
be discerned.

Comparisons with the empirical models developed from experimental results
were also made. Reference 7 contains a model based on target diameter, target
length, wall thickness, peak incident overpressure and overpressure impulse.
A calculation based on Reference 7 gives a critical buckling pressure of
42.4 kPa. A model developed in Reference 10 is based on target diameter,
target length, wall thickness and explosive charge weight. The charge
weight used in the calculation was chosen so that the impulse matched the
experimental impulse at the 42 kPa overpressure level. The weight used
was 5083 tons of Pentolite. The results of the calculations gave a critical
buckling load of 59.6 kPa. Both references assume a spherically expanding
shock wave with continuously decaying overpressure behind the shock. Because
the pressure history is different from that in the simulator the comparison
is not exact.

The thermal loads generated in the thermal loading tests were compared
with the critical buckling load for a cylinder under uniform axial
compression. The ends were assumed to be unconstrained radially. The stress
in the cylinder was calculated by assuming that the stress was uniaxial in

the axial direction until buckling occurred. The stress was assumed to be
equal to the stress that would produce an axial strain equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction to the strain induced by free thermal expansion. The
thermal stress (oT) was calculated using Equation 4.

a T  E CT  AT (4)
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In Equation 4, E is Youngs modulus, C is the coefficient of thermal equation

and AT is the change in temperature. The buckling load in the cylinder was
taken from Reference 11. The formula for the buckling load used was Equation S.

E "t

'IT R[3(l-y 2) l/2 (5)

I.-(

In Equation 5, E is again Youngs modulus, R is the target radius, T is the
wall thickness and r is Poisson ratio. Combining Equations 3 and 4,

AT= _ w (6)

C R[3(1-y2)] 1 2

In Equation 6, AT is how the temperature increase is necessary to buckle
the target. Solving Equation 6 for AT yields a temperature increase of 147.5 C°.

The temperature increase which caused the target to buckle in the
structural test was taken as the accumulated temperature increase at the center
of the heated face of the target when the target buckled. The time at which
the target buckled was determined from the strain histories. For the thermal
loading test, shot 8-80-l0,the temperature increase that occurred before
buckling was 127 C0 . For the combined loading test, shot 8-81-1, the
temperature increase was 128 C. Exnerimentally measured axially buckling loads
have been found to lie between 40% and 60% of the theoretical value.

1 2

The measured values from shot 8-80-10 and 8-81-1 are 86% and 87% of the
theoretical value,respectively. The values are somewhat higher than expected.

MTe kesults of the PETROS 3.5 calculation also compare reasonably well
with the analytical calculations. A comparison of the type of damage and
the damage level predicted by PETROS and that measured in the structural
tests also shows reasonable agreement. Detailed comparison of the target
deformation and strain histories, however, showed poor agreement.

The PETROS calculation predicted that there would be little or no
permanent deformation of the target for a blast wave with a peak overpressure
of 35 kPa. The code also correctly predicted permanent deformation of the
target for a 42 kPa overpressure blast wave. In the thermal loading calcula-
tions PETROS correctly predicted light structural damage for thermal loads
close to those used in the test. Finally, PETROS correctly predicted a
synergistic effect for combined thermal/blast loading similar to that used
in the structural test.

11 R. J. Roark and W. C. Young, FormnZas for Stress and Strain, 5 ed,
McGrat.-Hill Book Conrpany, New York, 1975.

12 Y.C.Fung and E.E. Secheler,"Instability of Thin Elastic ShelZs," Structural
Mechanics Pergwaon Press, New York, 1960.
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', A detailed comparison of the deformation pattern from PETRUS ant the
structural tests showsa poor correlation. The causes of the dissimilarity
is thought to be the imperfection in the targets used in the tests. Pre-test
measurements revealed imperfections as large as 2.5 mm, although most of the
imperfections were smaller. The PETROS calculations were carried out
assuming a perfect cylinder. The asymmetric deformation pattern observed in
the post-test results appears to follow a pattern similar to the pre-test
imperfections, indicating that the imperfection influenced the pattern.

The asymmetry in the buckling pattern observed in the structural test is

probably also a factor in the dissimilarity between the strain histories
produced by PETROS and those recorded in the structural tests. In the PETROS
the strain histories were taken at the location of the deflection maxima. Due
to the asymmetry in the deflection pattern, the strain gages used in the structural
tests eneded up some distance from the maxima making a one-to-one comparison
with PETROS difficult.

To reduce run times to a reasonable level and to increase the stability
of the calculation, the duration of the thermal loading was decreased by a
factor of two thousand. In comparing the PETROS calculation with the

experimental strain histories the acceleration of the thermal loading in
PETROS must be taken into account.

Another factor affecting the comparison during thermal loading was the
'-, difference in the way the stressless free thermal strain was considered in
athe PETROS calculations and the structural tests. Free thermal strain is the

strain that occurs when an unstressed sample undergoes a uniform temperature
change. In PETROS the strain produced by thermal expansion or contraction is
treated like any other strain. In the structural test the instrument and
post-shot data reduction were designed to cancel out the free thermal strains.

*4% The large circumferential strains seen in the thermal load and combined
loading PETROS calculations were probably caused mainly by thermal expansion.

A factor which affects the comparison of both the deformation pattern
and the strain histories was the difference between the blast loading models
used in the PETROS 3.5 calculations and the blast loading measured during the
structural tests. Figure 56 shows a comparison between the overpressure
measurements from shot 8-80-7 and overpressure calculated using the empirical
model employed in the PETROS calculation. The solid lines are the maximum
overpressures measured in the test and the dashed lines are the late time
drag phase overpressure. In addition to the problems of matching the initial
and final overpressure, the empirical model did not accurately simulate the
overpressure history on the rear of the target. The simple step function used
on the rear of the target did not accurately represent the complex histories
seen in Figures 9 and 10. Because of the degradation of the blast wave of the
thermal source burn the empirical model significantly overestimated the
loading on the front of the target during the blast loading phase of the thermal/
blast tests.
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V.-, In the thermal loading calculations, the target temperatures were over-
estimated. The loading calculations assumed an absorptivity of one.,
Experimental measurements showed the absorptivity to be approximately 0.81;
as a result, all calculated target temperatures were 19% too high.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of the structural tests demonstrate that a synergistic effect
does exist between the thermal loading and blast loading in the combined
loading structural tests. The tests indicate that for similar nuclear
thermal/blast loading pre-stress and thermal degradation of the target by the
thermal pulse would significantly enhance blast damage.

The pre-test PETROS 3.5 calculations demonstrate that the synergistic
effect can be predicted, at least qualitatively, using existing structural
response codes.

Although this project has demonstrated the existence of a synergistic

effect for the nuclear combined thermal/blast loading simulated, further
experiments are needed to determine the importance of the effect in other
combined loading situations. In addition, new simulation techniques have been
developed which should improve the accuracy of future thermal/blast experiments.

Since the completion of this test program, new thermal simulation techniques
have been developed which should provide mo5ejepeatable thermal loading and
produce less degradation of the blast wave. The use of the new thermal
simulation technique should significantly improve the accuracy of future
thermal/blast loading experiments.

In addition to changes in simulation techniques, changes in instrumentationmight also improve future test programs. The strain gages used in this project

proved difficult to install and their output proved difficult to interpret. The
uses of optical displacement measurement, like the Moire fringe techniques, might
provide Tr 5 useful data for comparison with structural response code calcu-
lations. Whether the optical measurement could be used in the severe
environment created in thermal/blast testing is not known at this time.

13 J. F. Dishon and R. I. Miller, "Development of a Thermal Radiation

Simulator for Synergistic Blast and Thermal Radiation Testing of Full
Scale Hardware," Proceedings of the 7th International Symposium on Military
Applications of Blast Simulation, Medicine Hat, Alberta, Canada, 13-17
July 1981.

14 A. J. Piekutowski, "A Device to Determine the Out-of-Plane Displacement of

a Surface Using a Moire Fringe Technique," University of Dab ton Research
1 Institute Report UDR-TR-29-58, May 1979.

A. J. Durelli and V. J. Park, Moire Analysic of Strain, Prentice-HaZl,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1970.
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The work now underway on the post-test structural response code modeling
of the structural test should improve the accuracy of future thermal/blast
loading calculations. A somewhat more complex structural response code,
ADINA, is being used in the calculations. The loading function input into the
code was developed from the loading measurement made during the structural
tests and are more accurate than the loading function used in the PETROS
3.5 calculations. The material models being used were developed from test
data on the actual target material and are also more accurate. The ADINA
results should more closely model the structural tests.

Comparisons of ADINA calculation to the combined thermal/blast loading
experiments will be used to verify the code's ability to model structural
response to combined loading. If the code can be verified it will provide
a method for predicting the vulnerability of critical military equipment in the
design stage. By designing weapon systems from the outset to withstand
combined nuclear thermal/blast loading, costly modification and retrofits can
be avoided.
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Numerical calculations of target response were used in the design of the
structural tests. These pre-test calculations were used to predict the loading
and structural parameters which would result in significant thermal/blast
synergism in the response of the target. The target was designed so that a
34.5 kPa shock wave was closest to the threshold for permanent plastic deforma-
tion and a 68.9 kPa shock wave would cause large, permanent deformation. The
diameter of the target was fixed at 30.683 cm and the length of the target and
its wall thickness were varied until the desired results were obtained. The
target designs resulting from the blast loading calculations were tested in
thermal loading calculations to insure that large permanent deformations did
not result from thermal loading alone. Finally, calculations using combined
thermal/blast loading were performed to determine if there was a significant
synergistic effect.

The calculations were performed before any detailed experimental loading
data were available; therefore, approximate loading functions based on
simple analytical and empirical models had to be used. In addition, the material
model used was developed by extrapolating data found in the literature. There
was no data and no test methods available to determine the actual material
properties for the strain rates, temperatures and thermal soak time of interest.
As a result of the uncertainties in the loading functions and material properties
the calculations can be viewed as an approximation of the target response.
The calculations were considered only as an aid to experimental design.

The blast loading was based on a simple empirical model similar to that
found in Reference A-1. The loading was assumed to be uniform along the length
of the target cylinder. Further, the loading was assumed to be symmetric with
respect to the vertical plane normal to the shock front and passing through
the symmetry axis of the target cylinder. Due to symmetry the load in only one
180 segment had to be calculated. The loading was fNrther broken down into a
forward and rear segment. The loading on the rear 90- segment was a simple step
function. At shock arrival the pressure jumped instantaneously to the static
overpressuge behind the incident shock and then remained constant. On the
forward 90 segment the pressure jumped to some reflected overpressure whose value
was a function of angle and then decayed exponentially to a stagnation overpressure
which was also a function of angle. The initial reflected overpressure and the
difference between stagnation and static overpressure were assumed to decrease
from their values at normal incidence to zero in proportion to the cosine of
the angle on the target.The time of arrival of the shock at a given angular
position on the target was calculated by assuming the shock moved over the target

A-1 N. J. Huffington, J. M. Santiago, W. J. Schuman, and H. L. Wisniewski,
"Survivability Analysis for an Unsymmetrical ABM Configuration" U.S.

Army Ballistic Research Laboratories Memorandum Report No. 2461,
March 1975 (AD BOO3130L).
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at a velocity equal to the incident shock velocity. The form of the loading
function is given below in Equations A-1 and A-2.

t (0) = R(l - cos 0)a (A-i)
u

0 for t < ta
P(Ot)= [Pr -Pd -Ps) e -  ~ a + Pd] cose0+ Ps for t> ta and 0.< 900

(A-2)

Ps for t > t and 0 < 900
-- a

In Equation A-1 e is the angle measured from the point of first contact between
the shock and target, R is the target radius, u, is the shock velocity and t is
the time arrival at 0. In Equation A-2 P(e,t) is the pressure on the
cylinder at time t and angle e, P is the static overpressure behind the shock,
P is the dynamic pressure, P risthe normally reflected overpressure and 0• r
A a decay constant.

The values of P , P a and us wre IA derived from given values of P using
the standard shock tube relations. The value of 0 was derived from
earlier blast loading experiments on cylinders.

The thermal loading was calculated numerically. A simple computer code
was written to calculate the geometric shape factors which govern the
radiant heat transfer between the thermal source and the target. Using the
shape factors and an experimentally measured fluence history from the fluxmeter
the heat input into the target was calculated as a function of time and position.

From the radiant heat transfer the temperature in the target cylinder was
calculated as a function of time and position. In calculating the temperature
it was assumed that the walls of the target were thermally thin;i.e., the

temperature gradients through the wall thickness were negligible. Further, it
was assumed that heat redistribution through reradiation, convection and
conduction was negligible. Using the above assumptions and calculations of
temperature was reduced to simple algebraic equation.

A-2 I.I. Glass, W. Martin and G. N. Patterson, "A Theoretical and
Experimental Study of the Shock Tube," University of Toronto
Institute of Aerophysics Report No. 2, Nov. 1953.

A-3 M. J. Zucrow and J. D. Hoffran, Gas Dynamics, Vol. 1, Ch. 1, John
Wiley and Son, New York, 1976.
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The computer code written to calculate the geometric shape factors was
called RAYTR. The shape factor (S F ) g virning radiant heat transfer to an area
element (dA) on the target is given by:

SFT(Xy) = cos 0 Cos 02 (A-3

A 2 72

In Equation A-3 A is the surface area of the thermal source, r is the length.2.
of the vector r joining the source area element dA2 and the target area element
dAl'9 1 is the acute angle between the surface normal at dAI and the vector r
and *l is the acute angle between the surface normal at dA2 and the vector r.

The integration is carried out numerically. The surface of the target and the
thermal source were divided into a number of small area elements. The shape
factor for each target area element was calculated by summing the contributions
from each of the source area elements.

A flow chart of RAYTR is shown in Figure A-1. The main program reads in
the parameters defining the geometry of the target and thermal source. Sub-
routines TGRID and SGRID provide a means of printing out the location of the
target and source area elements as a check on the input. The main program
contains four nested do-loops. The inner two do-loops calculated the indices
of the target surface elements and the outer two do-loops calculated the indices
of the source surface elements. Subroutine GRID calculates the coordinates,
direction cosines and distances between the source element and the target
element based on the four do-loop indices. Subroutine SHPFC uses the information
calculated in GRID to calculate first the cosines of angle 01 and 42, then the shap
factor between the source and the target element. The main program then checks
to see if subroutine BLOCK is to be used. Subroutine BLOCK checks to see if the
vector joining the source and the target element passes through an obstruction
between the source and the target; if it does the contribution from that
source element is cancelled out. The main program maintains a running total
of the contributions of each source element to each target element. Finally,
subroutine OUTPS creates a disk file containing the shape factor for all the
target elements and prints out the values.

The calculation of the temperature histories in the target based on shape
factors calculated in RAYTR and the experimental fluence histories was carried
out in the structural code. The temperature was calculated using the equation
given below:

FL(t) • AT SFT(X,y) (A-4)
AT(t,x, y) =

S FM * C . p . d

In Equation A-4 FL (t) is the experimentally measured fluence history, A. is
the absorptivity of the target, S (x,y) is the shape factor of the target at
x, y, SFM is the shape factor of tSe flux meter used to record the fluence

A-4 A. J. Chapman, Heat Tr fser Chapter TI, The MacMilZan Co., New York,

New York, 1960.
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history, C is the specific heat of the target, p is the density of the
target P and d is the thickness of the target wall.

In the actual structural code calculations it proved impractical to
model the thermal loading over the entire duration of the thermal source burn.
The size of the time step used in the computation was determined by the
response time of the structure. The time step used in the calculation of the
response of the target cylinders needed to be several orders of magnitude
smaller than the duration of the thermal burn. Calculation of the response
time during the entire burn would have entailed an excessive amount of
computer time and resulted in a buildup of round-off error.

In order to reduce the computational time needed for the calculation of
the response to thermal loading to an exceptable value, the times in the
fluence history were divided by two thousand. While the speeding up of the
thermal histories made the calculation possible it introduced dynamic loading
effects not present in the actual structural tests. The accelerated thermal
history probably overestimates the response of the target.

One other change was made in the thermal loading function to facilitate
the structural response calculations. In the actual structural tests the floor
and ceiling blocked part of the flux to the target cylinder. Because the
target was closer to the floor than the ceiling and because the floor was longer
the amount of blockage at the bottom of the target was greater than at the
top. The shape factors, calculated taking the blockage into account, differed
by less than ten percent between the upper and lower half of the target
cylinder. Because the differences were small the thermal loading was treated
as symmetric about the vertical centerline of the target. The thermal loading
was symmetric about the plane joining the 00 line and the 1800 line. Using
the two symmetries only one quarter of the target had to be modeled in the
structural code reducing the computational effort by a factor of four.

The material model used in the structural code assumed a quadratic
dependence of Young's modulus, density and yield stress on temperature.
The Poisson's ratio of the target's Aluminum 6061 T6 skin was assumed to be
constant with temperature.

The information used to derive the Young's modulus (E) was taken frrn
Reference A-5. The equation used is given below in Equation A-5.

E(T) = 7.022 x 1010 - 2.509 x 107 T - 2.212 x 104 T2  (A-5)

In A-S the temperature T is in degrees Celsius and the modulus is in Pascals.
The value of Poisson's ratio was also taken from Reference A-5.

The density (P) was derived from Reference A-6. The equation used to
model the density is given below:

A-5 J. Lipkin, J. C. Swearengen and C. H. Karnes, "Mechanical Properties
of 6061-T6 AL After Rapid Heating," Sandia Laboratory Report
No. SC-RR- 72 -0020, 1972.

A-6 D.R. Christman, W.M. IsbeZZ, S.G. Babcock, A.R. McMilZan and S.J. Green,
"Measurements of Dynamic Properties of Materials, Vol.II,6061 -T6 Aluminum,"
Defense Nuclear Agency Contract Report DASA 2501-3,Nov.1971.
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p(T) 2.703 x 10 1.811 x 10 T - 6.896 x 10- 5 T2  (A-6)

In Equation A-6 the density (p) is given in kilograms per cubic meter.

The stress-strain relation used in the structural response code is shown
in Figure A-2. A sublayer model was used. The model contained four layers
each with its own yield stress and yield strain. The yield stress of the
first sublayer (a ) is the yield stress commonly defined for the material.
The equation for the yield stress in the first sublayer was derived from

*. .. Reference A-7. The equation for 01 is given below:

.*a 01 (T) = 2.958 x 108 - 2.045 x 105 T - 4.641 x 10 2 T2  (A-7)

In Equation A-7 o1 (T) is in Pascals. The yield strain was calculated from
E(T) and o(T) and is given by Equation A-8.

E1 (T) = 4.195 x 10 - 5.174 x 10- 7 T - 9.713 x 10-9 T2  (A-8)

The strain is in meters per meter.
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Figure A-2. Sublayer Model of the Stress-Strain Curve.

The information necessary to predict the slope of the post yield stress
strain curve as a function of target temperature was not available. The
strains E2, £3 and C4 were held constant while the stress U2 ,03 ,and 04
were adjusted to keep the slope constant between 01 and 02, 02 and 03 and

0 3 and 04. The values of the post yield stress and strain were derived from

A-7 T-. Stefansky, K. Triebes and J. Shea, "Temperature-Induced Degradation of
Mechanical Properties Fotlowing Instantaneous Heating,Air Force
Weapons Laboratory Contract Report Vo. AFWL-TR-71-62,Sept. 1971.
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Reference 12. The values of the strains are given below:

£2 = 1.360 x 10- 2, £3 = 4.716 x 102 and C4 z 1.041 x 10-  (A-9)

The equation for the stresses are the following:

o2(T) = 3.402 x 108 - 2.021 x 105 T - 4.182 x 102 T2 (A-10)

03(T) = 3.868 x 108 - 2.021 x 105 T - 4.182 x 102 T 2  (A-11)

4(T) = 4.210 x 108 - 2.021 x 105 T - 4.182 x 102 T2  (A-12)

The stresses and strains are again in Pascals 'and m*eters per meter, respectively.

The structural response code used to calculate the stress and deformations
in the target cylinder was PETROS 3.5. The PETROS 3.5 computer program employs
a finite difference method to solve the equations governing finite amplitude
elastoplastic response of thin shells. The code has the capability of using
sublayer material models and of calculating thermal degradation of material
properties based on temperature data. The code can also generalize thermal
stresses on the basis of temperature data. Finally, the code can calculate
structural response to complex, transient pressure loads.

The thermal loading subroutine in PETROS had to be modified in order to
perform the calculation of the temperature in the target cylinder based on
the fluence histories. The rest of the code was not modified because existing
options were available to model the blast loading and material properties.

The results of the PETROS 3.5 calculations are shown in Figures A-3
through A-l1. Figure A-3 shows the target after exposure to a 34.5 kPa
incident overpressure blast wave. The plot in the ugper left-hand corner
of the figure shows the profile along the 0 and 180 line on the target.
The plot in the lower left-hand corner is a cross section at the vertical
center line of the target. The plot on the right is a is an isometric
projection of the one quarter of the target cylinder modeled by PETROS 3.5.
The two profiles actually contain the pre-loading profile shown as a dashed line
and the post-loading profile shown as a solid line. Because the deflections
are so small, the profilesappear coincident. The plots were made without
magnification of the deflections from the pre-loading shape.

The circumferential and longitudinal strain histories at 00 and the
vertical center line of the complete target cylinder are shown in Figure A-4.
The solid line in the figure is the circumferential strain history and the
dashed line is the longitudinal strain history. The same format is used in
Figure A-S to show the circumferential and longitudinal strain histories at
90 and the vertical center line.
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Figure A-6 shows the larget cylinder after exposure to a thermal pulse
with a fluence of 745 kJ/m . The format is the same as in Figure A-3 with
the plots on the left showing both the pre-loading and post-loading profiles
and the plot on the right showing only the post-loading isometeric projection.
Again, the deflections have not been magnified in these plots.

Figures A-7 and A-8 show the circumferential and longitudinal strain
histories at 0° and the vertical center line and at 90 and the vertical
center line.

Figure A-9 shows the targel after exposure to combined thermal/blast
loading. A fluence of 745 kJ/m was used in order to match the thermal only
calculation. The incident overpressure of the blast wave that followed the

thermal pulse was 34.5 kPa. The overpressure level was chosen to match the
level used in the blast only calculation. The blast wave arrived at 00 on the
target 4.36 ms after the start of the thermal loading. The calculation was
terminated 10.7 ms after shock arrival.

Figure A-10 and A-ll show the circumferential and longitudinal strain
histories at 00 and the vertical center line and at 900 and the vertical
center line.

The results of the calculations indicate that for the combined thermal/
blast loading simulated, a synergistic effect should exist. The synergistic
effect can easily be seen in the deflection plots. The deflections from the
thermal loading calculation and the blast loading calculation are both smaller
than those in the combined thermal/blast calculation. Even a linear combination
of the deflections calculated for the thermal loading and those calculated
for the blast loading is smaller than the deflection calculated for the combined
loading.

The synergistic effect can also be seen in the strain histories. The first
4.36 ms of the combined loading calculation repeats the thermal loading calcu-
lation. The strain histories are identical. After 4.36 ms the loading in the
combined loading calculation was identical to the loading in the blast loading
calculation. Due to the previous thermal loading, however, the strain history
after 4.36 as is not identical to the blast loading strain history. The
strains in the blast loading phase of the combined calculation are much larger
than those generated in the blast loading calculations. The difference between
strain histories in the blast loading calculation and the strain history
in the blast loading phase of the combined loading calculation again demonstrates

the synergistic effect.
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The targets used in the thermal/blast experiments were hollow aluminum
cylinders with clamped ends. The targets were oriented so that the sides
rather than the ends of the cylinder were loaded. A target cylinder is
shown in Figure 1 of the main body of the report.

'.-.A The basic target cylinder was 30.683 cm in diameter and 86.975 cm long.
The wall thickness of the cylinder was 1.016 mm. The target cylinders were
formed from Al 6061-T6 sheet. The sheet was first rolled to the proper
size, then clamped to a specially machined heat sink where a seam was
formed by heliarc welding. The diameter, length and wall thickness were
determined by the loading capabilities of the BRL Thermal/Blast simulator.
With the test table used in the experiment installed, the maximum side-on
overpressure allowed in the simulator was 68.9 kPa (10.0 PSI). In order
to insure a clean diaphragm brake which is necessary to produce a clean shock
front, a side-on overpressure of at least 34.5 kPa (5 PSI) was recommended. By
varying the target dimensions input into the PETROS code a target was
developed which was predicted to suffer no permanent deformation at 34.5 kPa
and large permanent deformations at 68.9 kPa.

One final constraint on the design of the target cylinder was the
need to keep the wall thickness as small as possible so that it could be
considered thermally thin. Thermally thin walls develop negligible temperature
gradient through the thickness, which greatly simplifies the analysis of the
experiment.

During the loading experiments the target cylinders were fixed to a
heavy mount. The mount allowed only that portion of the target within
40.005 cm of the center to deform. The remaining target length is used
as a bearing surface for the clamps that fix the target to the mount.
An assembly drawing of the target mount is shown in Figure B-1.

In order to simplify the analysis of the experiment the target mounts
were designed to produce end conditions as close to simple fixed end
conditions as possible. Because fasteners produce stress concentrations and
welding produces residual stress and material property degradation, it was
decided these common methods should not be used to fix the target cylinder
to the mount. Friction clamps were finally selected as the way to produce
the best possible approximation to a fixed end condition for a target
of the size required for the experiment.

The friction clamps were designed to resist the highest boundary
stress generated in the PETROS model of the experiment. Using a conservative
estimate of the coefficient friction between the target and the mounts, the
required amount of circumferential pressure was calculated. From the
circumferential pressure, the hoop stress in the clamp band and the shear
stress at the joint between the ears of the clamp and clamp band were
calculated. The stress indicated that in order to design a clamp that
would be thin enough not to seriously disturb the air flow over the target
high strength steel would have to be used. In addition, the stresses were such
that welding the ears to the clamp band was not practical. The final design
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was a clamp with an integral ear machined from a 2.54 cm thick plate of rolted

homogeneous armor (RHA). The clamp was tightened with a high strength bolt.
Special hemicylindrical washer and oversized bolt holes were used to allow
the bolt and clamp to realign as it was tightened. The final clamp design
is shown in Figure B-2.

Tests to determine the maximum force the clamp could resist were
A' conducted using a large tensile test machine at the U.S.Army Material Test

Directorate, APG,Md. A target cylinder was clamped to a pair of aluminum
bulkheads which were in turn bolted to smaller diameter steel plates. A steel
rod was welded to each plate and served to connect the test apparatus to the
tensile testing machine. The tensile testing device was used to pull outwards
on the bulkheads until they began to slip. The force at which the bulkheads
began to move was recorded. The force recorded was divided by the area of
the target at the clamped edge and that value was taken as the maximum boundary
stress that at the boundary the clamp could resist.

During the tests it was found that tightening the clamp bolts to the same
torque wrench reading did not pxoduce repeatable results. It was found necessary
to attach strain gages to the clamps themselves and use the same strain reading

to obtain repeatable results.

The maximum force the clamps could resist was 133 kN (30,000 lbf) which was
equivalent to an average stress in the target cylinder under the clamp of
137 MPa (19.8 ksiJ. The average produced 'stress was large enough to
resist the largest predicted tensile or inward stress but not the compressive
or outward stress. The bulkheads were redesigned with an additional steel
reinforcing ring or lip which fit against the end of the target and prevented
any outward movement. The friction clamps were retained to resist longitudinal
tensile stress and the circumferential stresses.

Visual inspection of the targets after the actual test in the BRL

simulator gave no indication of slippage of the target cylinder. The targets
were all found to be in contact with the reinforcing ring.

A second requirement necessary to produce a fixed end condition was that
no rotation of the ends occur. The target mount had to be designed to
minimize bending. A cylindrical column concentric with the target
cylinder was the main structural member resisting bending. In order to allow
the inward deformation of the target cylinder the diameter of the column
had to be kept to a minimum. The final design used a heavy walled steel tube
with an outside diameter of 14.0 cm (5.5 in) and an inside diameter of 10.2 cm
(4.0 in). Analysis, using beam theory, showed that rotation of the end
in bending would reduce the distance between the bulkhead at the front of the
target by less than 0.007% at peak loading.

Beyond providing fixed end condition the mounting system had to be
designed to simplify the blast loading history on the target and provide
a means of rotating the target.
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Rotation was provided through the use of heavy bearings and a pneumatic
rotator. As is shown in Figure B-1, the target cylinder was clamped to the
aluminum bulkheads, which were in turn bolted to the central column.
Fastened to and concentric with the central column are two solid shafts.
The upper shaft was machined to fit into a heavy, self-aligning, roller bearing
located above the target. The bottom shaft was machined to form an exterior
spline. The spline on the bctom shaft mated with an interior spline fit into
the lower roller bearing. The interior spline mated with a second exterior
spline which finally mated with a second interior spline bolted to the rotator
drive shaft.

The rotator itself was a permanent part of the BRL Thermal/Blast simulator.
The rotator consisted of a dual action pneumatic piston, driving a cam which
in turn rotated the drive shaft. The piston was actuated by solenoid valves
controlled by the systems' timing unit.

The bearing mounts located above and below the target served a second
function. The mounts were formed from heavy walled tubes with the same outside
diameter as the target. The bearing mounts then continued the cylindrical
shape of the target across the simulator to meet the floor and ceiling. The
floor and ceiling were designed so that the rarefaction wave from the ends would
take at least 2.5 crossing times to reach the cylinder. A crossing time
is the time taken by the shock to completely engulf the target. Two and a
half crossing times is approximately the time it took for the pressure behind
the shock reflected from the target to drop to a level matching that on the
ends of the cylinder. By continuing the target's cylindrical shape across
the simulatorthe pressure loading was rendered approximately two-dimensional.
Comparisons with matching two-dimensional computer calculations of the shock
loading shows a good agreement with experimentally measured pressure on the
bearing mount.

The results of the experiments indicated that the target met the design
objectives. The design provided fixed-end condition, two-dimensional shock
loading and a means of rotating the target.
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